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The Federal Courts

2009-07-01

the federal courts are the world s most powerful judiciary and a vital element of the
american political system in recent decades these courts have experienced unprecedented
growth in caseload and personnel many judges and lawyers believe that a crisis in
quantity is imperiling the ability of the federal judiciary to perform its historic function
of administering justice fairly and expeditiously in a substantially revised edition of his
widely acclaimed 1985 book the federal courts crisis and reform chief judge richard a
posner of the u s court of appeals for the seventh circuit provides a comprehensive
evaluation of the federal judiciary and a detailed program of judicial reform drawing on
economic and political theory as well as on legal analysis and his own extensive judicial
experience posner sketches the history of the federal courts describes the contemporary
institution appraises the concerns that have been expressed with the courts performance
and presents a variety of proposals for both short term and fundamental reform in
contrast to some of the direr prophecies of observers of the federal courts posner
emphasizes the success of these courts in adapting to steep caseload growth with
minimum sacrifice in quality although the book ranges over a variety of traditional
topics in federal jurisdiction the focus is steady on federal judicial administration
conceived of as an interdisciplinary approach emphasizing system rather than doctrine
statistics rather than impressions and caseload rather than cases like the earlier edition
this book promises to be a landmark in the empirical study of judicial administration

History of the Federal Courts

2002

this pioneering text presents in one single volume the history of the federal courts since
their establishment in 1789 and the changes that have occurred in the 200 years since
the author examines the historical context from which the federal court system grew
and explores the expansion of the court system in response to procedural conceptual and
historical influences the evolution of the different types of federal courts through time
is of particular focus along with the growth of the jurisdiction of the federal courts
and the changes to the procedure before the supreme court over time to understand
judicial history it is important to appreciate the nuances of procedure and legal
terminology at a particular time for this reason the author adheres to the use of the
terms of law and procedure understood during the period under discussion for example a
term such as circuit court is used in its context as a trial court prior to 1911 and
again in the context of today s circuit court of appeals specific chapters include the
prelude to the establishment federal courts under the articles of confederation the
establishment of the federal courts the organization of the circuits judicial legislation
growth of federal jurisdiction growth of federal criminal jurisdiction civil procedure in
the federal courts bankruptcy in american law criminal procedure in the federal courts
development of the appellate review procedure before the united states supreme court
federal judges courts in the district of columbia
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Federal Courts

2020-02-02

federal courts context cases and problems third edition by michael finch caprice l roberts
and michael p allen is an innovative highly accessible casebook that features problems
cases connected by narrative text charts and graphs all presented in a manner suited to
multiple teaching approaches new to the third edition updates to each chapter with key
cases text additions and doctrinal developments e g markazi patchak diversity
jurisdiction via removal and ziglar v abbasi new incorporation of thoughtful revisions
to streamline comprehension and eliminates unnecessary explorations based on adopter
feedback while maintaining all seminal cases updated charts graphs and problems based on
new data statistics and cases such as facebook spokeo sprint v jacobs and mcdonough v
smith sharpened case excerpts to enhance reading assignments and deepen discussions
professors and students will benefit from application opportunities with the included
reference problems questions and additional problems clarity of textual material that
includes doctrinal highlights decision trees diagrams charts and other dynamic visual
aids crisp insightful case excerpts with helpful connecting explanatory text teaching
materials include teacher s manual sample syllabi

Creating the Federal Judicial System

1989

offers practical guidance and comprehensive coverage on all aspects of federal court
jurisdiction and litigation procedure as well as the relationship between the state and
federal courts text reviews the federal judicial system judicial power of the united
states diversity of citizenship venue pleadings trials and judgments and appellate court
jurisdiction

The Federal Court System in the United States

2000

the federal courts ouline discusses article iii courts the case or controversy
requirement justiciability advisory opinions political questions and ripeness also
includes mootness standing congressional power over federal court jurisdiction supreme
court jurisdiction district court subject matter jurisdiction including federal question
jurisdiction and diversity jurisdiction and pendent and ancillary jurisdiction other topics
include removal jurisdiction venue forum non conveniens law applied in the federal courts
including erie doctrine federal law in the state courts abstention habeas corpus for
state prisoners federal injunctions against state court proceedings and eleventh
amendment
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The Law of Federal Courts

1983

committee serial no 19 considers h r 6159 32 related bills and related h j res 160 and h j
res 165 to appoint additional judges throughout the nation

The Federal Courts

1991

this is the 2007 supplement to wright and oakley s federal courts cases and materials
eleventh edition the 11th edition of the primary casebook retains the style and structure
of the 10th edition with its distinctive emphasis on cases and annotative footnotes
rather then lengthy comments and questions by the editors it is fully up to date
including over a dozen new principal cases and fully revised annotations it is accompanied
by a revised set of author s suggestions for effective classroom use

Federal Courts and what They Do

1987

softbound new softbound print book

Federal courts

2003-08

this casebook provides detailed information on federal courts and the law of federal
state relations part i explores the intersection of federalism and separation of powers
that provide the constitutional foundations of a modern federal courts course part ii
covers jurisdiction and part iii deals with federal court enforcement of federal rights the
final chapter is devoted to certain technically complex questions of remedial interaction
notably the relation of federal habeas corpus to section 1983 the seventh edition of
this established casebook features a new co author curtis a bradley of duke and to an
extent a new agenda in line with professor bradley s interests the intersections between
federal courts and international law have been developed in considerable detail
additionally the seventh edition features a completely restructured habeas chapter
designed to present this increasingly complicated body of law in an more approachable
manner topics include the role of customary international law in the federal courts
international tribunals international abstention and habeas corpus and the war on
terror

Federal Courts

2007-10
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the 12th edition of wright and oakley s cases and materials on federal courts retains
the style and structure of the 11th edition with its distinctive emphasis on cases and
annotative footnotes rather then lengthy comments and questions by the editors it is
fully up to date including new principal cases and fully revised annotations

Cases and Materials on Federal Courts

1992

this law school casebook provides detailed information on federal courts and the law
of federal state relations the first part of the book explores the intersection of
federalism and separation of powers that provide the constitutional foundations of a
modern federal courts course part ii covers jurisdiction and part iii deals with federal
court enforcement of federal rights the final chapter is devoted to certain technically
complex questions of remedial interaction notably the relation of federal habeas corpus
to 1983

Federal Courts and Judges

1960

this book concentrates on federal court authority to entertain habeas corpus petitions
filed by state prisoners who claim that they were convicted or sentenced in violation of
their federal constitutional rights lower federal courts have no appellate jurisdiction
to review state court judgments in criminal cases nevertheless federal courts revisit
state convictions and sentences indirectly when they adjudicate federal claims in habeas
corpus proceedings federal court authority under this heading has theoretical
implications for the federal system as well as practical significance for the
implementation of constitutional standards in criminal cases particularly in capital
cases

Crisis in the Federal Courts

1967

this supplement brings the principal text current with recent developments in the law

Federal Courts

1983

the distinctive feature of this federal courts casebook and the main difference between
this and other federal courts books is its systematic focus on remedial issues especially
the range of problems that arise when a litigant tries to enforce federal constitutional
rights against state officers in the federal courts over the past fifty years
constitutional litigation has become a staple of the federal courts and with it has come
a number of doctrines aimed at channeling timing framing and otherwise regulating the way
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constitutional litigation is conducted the supreme court s concerns have shifted away
from such matters as the erie doctrine and the relations between state and federal law
and toward the relations between federal courts and state officers current casebooks
do not ignore these developments but the books try to fit them into a model that is
increasingly ill suited to the task of presenting them in a straightforward and effective
way departing from the traditional approach of federal courts books the book begins
with a chapter on section 1983 litigation and it includes the most comprehensive
treatment of habeas corpus to be found in any federal courts casebook the book stresses
economy of means clarity of presentation and attention to the real world federal
courts issues that students need to be prepared for at the same time it gives due regard
to the history and theory of federal courts law for one must read the cases in their
historical context in order to understand them and one cannot grasp the doctrine
without studying the rationales that animate it the book does however avoid extended
treatments of issues that have great theoretical importance but little practical impact
and it gives little attention to historical debates that were once vital but have become
largely irrelevant to modern federal courts law

Federal Courts Supplement

2007-09

law school publications from west would like to announce that doernberg wingate and
zeigler s federal courts federalism and separation of powers cases and materials fourth
edition is publishing in april and the book should reach your desk in mid to late april
shortly after that the updated teacher s manual will arrive the new edition includes
recent terms decisions on standing massachusetts v epa federal question jurisdiction
grable v darue federal common law the eleventh amendment the rooker feldman doctrine
exxon mobil corp v sabic and habeas corpus the last of which now devotes a full section
to habeas corpus and the war on terror

Crisis in the Federal Courts

1967

adapted from volumes 15 17 moore s federal practice

Federal Courts

2005

this first comprehensive plan for the future of the federal courts responds to a growing
awareness within and without the courts that the accelerating pace of social change
requires public institutions to anticipate likely future challenges and opportunities the
constitution vests the federal courts with the judicial power of the united states
power which the courts are bound to exercise justly speedily and economically to meet
that responsibility the courts must first and above all preserve the rule of law at the
same time they must respond to the changing needs of society litigants and the practicing
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bar the federal courts intend that this first plan along with the planning process that it
has initiated will foster those two imperatives p 1

The Federal Courts

1985

the distinctive feature of this federal courts casebook and the main difference between it
and other federal courts books is its systematic focus on remedial issues especially the
problems that arise when a litigant tries to enforce federal constitutional rights
against state officers in the federal courts departing from the traditional approach of
federal courts books the book begins with a chapter on 1983 litigation and includes a
comprehensive treatment of habeas corpus the book stresses economy of means clarity of
presentation and attention to the real world federal courts issues that students need
to understand and anticipate this edition covers the principal cases decided by the supreme
court over the past four years including hertz corp v friend chapter 3 hein v freedom from
religion foundation and massachusetts v epa chapter 4 watson v philip morris and
haywood v drown chapter 7 boumediene v bush danforth v minnesota schriro v landrigan
panetti v quarterman and magwood v patterson chapter 9

Federal Courts Stories

2010

Federal Courts and the Law of Federal-state Relations

2011

Federal Courts

2008

Federal Courts in the 21st Century

2013

Federal Courts

1982
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The Federal Courts as a Political System

1976

Cases and Materials on Federal Courts

2007

Federal Courts, Federalism, and Separation of Powers

2008
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Procedure in Federal Courts

1924
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Act of 1999 and Federal Courts Improvement Act of
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2000
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1998
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1995
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1959

Federal Court of Appeals Manual
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2011
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